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I BEGIN THIS Keystone with an appeal:

help us become a GREENER Wittliff. Over

the next year, we will convert some of our

mailings to e-communications, both to

save paper and to stretch our budget dollars, and thus

keep in touch more responsibly. So please, send your

name and preferred e-mail contact information to us at

thewittliffcollections@txstate.edu. We want to stay con-

nected with you!

     We also want to celebrate the lives of four close friends

we have lost since our last issue a year ago. Billy Porter-

field, the remarkable journalist and author, is memorial-

ized in the panel to the right of this column. Neal Barrett,

Jr., a prolific writer most recognized for his science fiction,

is remembered on page 18. 

     We were already preparing to announce the opening 

of the archive of investigative reporter Charles “Chuck”

Bowden when we learned of his passing at the end of Au-

gust (see page 15).

     Finally, we want to remember Patricia Anne Carter,

beloved wife for 39 years of photographer Keith Carter.

Pat was a treasured

friend and key to our

having well over a thou-

sand of Keith’s works at

the Wittliff. These words

from her obituary de-

scribe her beautifully, “A

woman with an extra -

ordinary mind, impecca-

ble style, and a lover of

people, art and books,

Patricia will be forever 

remembered for her spir-

ited singing of Spanish

love songs, her lifelong affection for Mexico and her peo-

ple, impromptu recitations of poetry, and the unmatched

humor and kindness of her gracious heart.” She is already

deeply missed. �

—DAVID L. COLEMAN
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(cover) Bald Child Mourning His Father, Benares, India, 1989, Mary Ellen Mark   (top) Bill Porterfield, Log Cabin at Paisano, September 13, 1990, by
Bill Wittliff   (middle) Pat and Keith Carter at the Wittliff Collections Grand Reopening, October 17, 2009, Austin Photography

(above) Handwritten memoir by Santiago Tafolla, 1908  /  Photograph of Santiago with seven of his sons, c. 1910  /  Tintype of his wife, Anastacia 
Salinas de Tafolla, 1869  /  A Life Crossing Borders, 2009  /  Santiago Tafolla, San Antonio, c. 1908  [Photo: Ashley Landis, landisimages.com]

from the DIRECTOR

LEGENDARY TEXAS JOURNALIST and award-

winning author Billy Porterfield died on June 29 at

the age of 81.

     During a celebrated career of more than 50 years,

Porterfield became a major voice at leading national

newspapers while authoring highly praised books.

     In 1967, Porterfield was the first writer selected

for the prestigious Dobie-Paisano Fellowship. A pro-

lific storyteller, his books include LBJ Country

(1965), A Loose Herd of Texans (1978), Texas Rhap-

sody: Memories of a Native Son (1981), The Greatest

Honky-Tonks in Texas (1983), and Diddy Waw

Diddy: The Passage of an American Son (1994).

 In 2010, Porterfield donated his archive to the

Wittliff Collections. The 33 boxes of his materials

include clippings, correspondence, and manu-

scripts for all of his major books, numerous pho-

tographs, and other memorabilia.

 About his donation, Porterfield said, “To have

my scraps and memories included with the pa-

pers of so many writers I admire and so many

friends I’ve grown up with—or grown old with—
is a great honor. . . . Somewhere down the road, a

young writer may stumble in and find his muse

tucked away in one of these old boxes of words

that we have left behind. But ask him to be gentle

with her when he finds her. She has served us well.”

     Read Porterfield’s obituaries and explore more of

his extraordinary life with his wife, Diane Barnard

Porterfield, at www.billyporterfield.com. �

BILLY PORTERFIELD
1932 – 2014

WE ARE PLEASED to announce the acquisi-

tion of a fascinating memoir by Santiago

Tafolla (1837–1911), along with related pho-

tos, maps, and other historically significant

material from the period of his life (see a list of

highlights on page 16). His memoir offers a

rare look at 19th century Texas from the Te-

jano perspective and—most importantly—is

the only known memoir of a Mexican Ameri-

can who served in the Civil War.

     Beginning his memoir at age 71, Tafolla

narrates many dramatic events of his time, 

including meeting Secretary of War Jefferson

Davis, who helped him enlist in the 2nd

United States Cavalry, bringing him to the

front lines of the Texas Indian Wars. Later,

Tafolla joined the Confederate Army during the Civil War.

He encountered ugly racism in Texas, which led him and

some of his fellow Tejanos to abandon their regiment.

     After the war, Tafolla became active in politics and in

1876 was elected Justice of the Peace in Bandera County.

Soon after, he converted to Methodism and spent the last

35 years of his life as a circuit-riding preacher. Reverend

Tafolla became well known as one of the first Methodist

ministers of Hispanic descent and a very prominent citizen

of the San Antonio area. He died in the pulpit at age 73.

     The memoir was a treasured heirloom in Tafolla’s fam-

ily for generations. In recent years, two of Tafolla’s great-

granddaughters worked together to have the memoir

published. One of them is Carmen Tafolla, an internation-

ally renowned poet, author, and educator from Texas and

the first Poet Laureate of the City of San Antonio. Carmen,

who has been honored twice by the Library of Congress,

among her many other distinctions, has often appeared at

Wittliff events (see page 13, for example), and her work has

been featured in major Wittliff exhibitions.

     Along with her cousin, educator Laura Tafolla, Carmen

completed transcribing and translating Santiago’s memoir,

which Arte Público Press published in

2009 as A Life Crossing Borders: Memoir

of a Mexican-American Civil War Sol-

dier. The Santiago Tafolla Papers will

be preserved and made available to the university commu-

nity, scholars, and to the general public for viewing and re-

search. Plans are in motion to digitize the manuscript and

other items, then create an interactive web presence to ed-

ucate and enlighten those seeking to learn more about this

extraordinary man and his historical importance. �

wittliff acquires only known MEMOIR
of mexican american civil war veteran

with sincere gratitude...
The Wittliff ’s acquisition of the Santiago Tafolla

materials was made possible in part thanks to a gen-

erous grant from the TEXAS HISTORICAL FOUN DA -

TION. “Reverend Tafolla’s manuscript is a rich

learning tool,” said David D. Martinez, president of

the foundation. “We’re pleased to support the Wittliff

Collections and to help make this manuscript widely

available for educational purposes.” All of us at the

Wittliff are grateful to the Texas Historical Founda-

tion for its support of this important addition to our

region’s literary holdings available for research. �
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(donors continued on p. 5)

WE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE the following for their

generous financial support in 2012 and 2013 (2014 supporters

will be recognized in our next issue): Lulu & Mike Abbott •

Elizabeth & Donald Ackert • Janet & Joel Allen • Joel Allison

• Judy Alter • Rita & Pete Anderson • Anonymous • Judith

Aronow • Christine & Charles Aubrey • Susan Crews Bailey

• Laurie & Richard Baish • Vicki & Bill Barber • Ramona &

Lee Bass • Kathleen Bergeron • Berman Family Foundation •

Ellen & David Berman • Joye & Charles Blankenship • Carole

Bleakney • Camilla & John Bordie • Betty & Jim Bowie • BP

Fabric of America Fund • Susan & William Brandt • Dennis

Brehme • Kay Willis Brumley • Janelle Buchanan & Ted Siff •

Loraine & Charles Burton • Thomas Byrd • Calendar Club •

Wilda Campbell • Diana & David Carl • Catto Charitable

Foundation • CFAN Company • Chevron Humankind 

Program • Claudia & Bill Clark • Capera Beggs Clement • 

Gregory Sayer Clement • Ida Clement • James H. Clement III

• Judy & Jamey Cle ment, Jr. • Jean & George Coleman • Sally

& David Coleman • Nancy & Jack Collins • Carmen & Juan

Creixell • Eleanor Butt Crook • Elizabeth Crook & Marc

Lewis • Noel Crook & Richard Moore • Mary Lockwood

Crouch • Kathy Crowley & Lew Goodley • Georgia & Steve

Davis • Susan & Mickey Day • Stella De Sa Rego • Maggie De-

Brecht • Holly & Jonathan Decherd • J. Patrick Deely • Libby

& Lloyd Doggett • Patricia & Craig Donegan • Dorothy

Drummer & Greg Eden • Patricia & Don Drumtra • Ginger

& John Dudley • Beverley & Benge Elliott, Jr. • Dorothy E.

Evans • Ray Farabee • Maydelle & Sam Fason • Linda & Jerry

Fields • Cina Forgason • Eric Foultz • Frost Bank • Susan T.

Frost • Cheryl & Jim George • Johnny Gonzales • Cindy &

Bob Gratz • Steve Gregg • Helen Groves • Paula & Tom

Hamilton • Chad Hammett • Sue Ellen & Steve 

Harrigan • Katherine Harrison • Shelby Hearon •

Sharon & James Heironimus • Olive Hershey • Jane

Periman Hilfer • Donna & Gerald Hill • Barbara &

Ben Hinds • Selene Hinojosa • Hospira • Bell & 

Russell Hoverman • Mark Hughes • Jane Hughson

& Terry Blackwell • Mary Ann & Michael Huston •

THANK YOU
for your support!

John Irsfeld • Sally & Robert Jackson • JD Fields & Company,

Inc. • Julie Johnson • Charlene Johnston • Wanda & Hubert

Keith • Ramona Kelly • Olive Anne & Tres Kleberg • Jeanne

& Mickey Klein • Joann & Fred Koberg • Heather Catto 

Kohout & Martin Kohout • Mary Kuricar • Suzy Lanier •

Lindley Pond Landscaping • Shirley & Stan Lipinski • Mar-

garet & Joe Lockett • Mary Calkin Logan • George Majewski

• Dian & Don Malouf • Roseann Mandziuk & Jim Studer •

Jacki & Frank McCreary • Mattsson McHale Foundation •

Melinda & Jim McMichael • Florence & Maury Midlo • Daryl

Miller • Michele Miller & Craig Leach • Susan Morehead &

Sinclair Black • James Morgan • Mary Morgan • Celia Morris

• Patricia Ann Morrison • GG & Doug Mortenson • Jen &

Brian Moss • Michael Mullen • Frances Neidhardt • Bradley

Nichols • Lala & Victor Niemeyer • O Live Fund • Elizabeth

& Michael O’Brien • Louise S. O’Connor • Betty & Duncan 

Osborne • Juan Palomo • Dianne Rush Pape • Adrienne &

Rick Pappas • Cindy & Craig Pence • Janet Penley • Rebecca

& Sam Pfiester • Janis & Joe Pinnelli • Barbara & Richard 

Pulaski • Becky Duval Reese • Jerry Rehmar • Joyce Roach •

Jean & Orville Robbins • Sonja Romanowski • Anna &

Patrick Rose • Bridget & Vincent Salas • Katie Salzmann •

Judy & Henry Sauer • John Scanlan • Nancy Scanlan • Jeffrey

Schwan • Beverly & John Scott • Mary & Jack Seaborne •

Sarah & Greg Sheff • Karen Sigler • Winifred Simon • Audrey

Slate • Patty & John Sloan • Denise & Dennis Smart • Lynn

Smeal & Steven Schmidt • Jerrie & Fred Smith • Sunny &

Shelton Smith • Smothers Foundation • Cynthia & Ishmael

Soto • Patsy Speck • Beverly Spicer • State Farm Companies

Foundation • Sandie & George Steinke • Ellie & Harry Stew-

art • Still Water Foundation • Paul Stone • Eileen & Bob

Sudela • Trish & Joe Sumbera • Cathy Supple • Texas Histor-

ical Foundation • Rose Thomas & Pat McLean • Connie Todd

• Diane Trevino • Dennis Trombatore • Aman da & Ryan Utter

• Judy Vetter • Mary & Harold Wade • Martha & John Walker

• Trudie Weatherford & Mike Bourland • Anne & John Weis-

man • Mary & Gary Whittington • Ann & Jerry Whitus 

• Roger Wilson • Suzanne & Marc Winkelman • Michael 

Winship • Derich Wittliff • Sandy & Jon Wolfmueller • 

Wolfmueller's Books • Gaye & Brian Wood • Alice & Bill

Wright • Sam Young • Douglas Zabel �

(donors, continued from p. 4)

THE LAST PAPA saw of his Momma, he was a boy and

she was galloping away on her horse, Precious—in the saddle

her father took from a dead Mexican officer after the Battle of

San Jacinto. She was fleeing from his Daddy, Old Karl, a 

vicious, tight-fisted horse trader. Momma’s flight sets Papa on

a quest to find her that thrusts him and his scrappy dog, Fritz,

into adventures all across the wild and woolly 1880s Hill

Country of Central Texas, down to Mexico, and even into the

realm of the ghostly “Shimmery People.” 

      In The Devil’s Backbone (University of Texas Press), master

storyteller BILL WITTLIFF paints a frontier as full of

colorful characters and unexpected events as the great Amer-

ican novel Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Wittliff grew up lis-

tening to stories and memories like these told by his own

family, and in this imaginatively layered narrative, he brings

them to life, creating a vivid novel that brims with sly humor,

folk wisdom, and a pinch of historic truth. 

      A rogue’s gallery of characters thwart and aid Papa’s way:

Old Karl, hell-bent on bringing his son back to servitude on

his farm; Herman, Papa’s brother who’s got Old Karl’s horse-

trading instincts and greed; Calley Pearsall, an enigmatic cow-

boy with “other Fish to Fry” who might be an outlaw or a

trustworthy “o’Amigo”; a black seer, o’Jeffey, who talks to 

spirits but won’t tell Papa what she has divined about his

Momma; Mister Pegleg, a three-legged coyote with whom

Papa forms a nearly tragic friendship; hired hands Pepe and

Peto and their father, Old Crecencio, whose longing for his

lost family is as strong as Papa’s; and blind Bird, a magical

“blue baby” who can’t see with his eyes but helps others see

with their hearts. Papa’s adventures draw him ever nearer to a

mysterious cave that haunts his dreams—an actual place he

discovers at last in the canyons of the Devil’s Backbone—but

will he find Momma before Old Karl finds him? �

A NIGHT IN OLD MEXICO premiered at Austin’s South

by Southwest Film Festival this past March, and together

again on the red carpet were ROBERT DUVALL, who played
the starring role, Titus “Red” Bovie, and BILL WITTLIFF, who
wrote the original screenplay with Duvall in mind for the

lead. Both men point to their work on the miniseries Lone-

some Dove as among their very best, and Duvall continues to

list Gus McCrae as one of his favorite roles. “Red is kind

of a decendant of those guys from Lonesome Dove—I

loved the character from the first time I read Wittliff ’s

script more than 30 years ago,” Duvall said, “... and all I

had to do was follow the text.... If the writing is really, re-

ally good, you don’t have to improvise.” A range of video

interviews with Duvall are now online, and the film has

been On Demand since May 16. Materials from A Night

in Old Mexico are at the Collections and will be available

for viewing once processed. �

BILL WITTLIFF’s rogues ride off of page and screen

BILL WITTLIFF
BOOK SIGNING
2 PM, DECEMBER 7
SEE EVENTS ONLINE

Jack Unruh’s imaginative drawings 
add depth and wonder to Wittliff’s tale.
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MARY ELLEN MARK is one of

America’s most respected and influ-

ential photographers. The title for

this exhibition and our new book,

MAN AND BE AST, was inspired
by her interest in the working rela-

tionships between people and ani-

mals, including, as Mark writes,

“the anthropomorphic quality of 

animals and the animalistic quality

of man.” On exhibit are nearly 100

of Mark’s photographs taken in

Mexico and India, countries that

have repeatedly drawn her attention

since the late 1960s. 

Many of the people represented

here are performers and trainers

with itinerant circuses. Mark de-

scribes the circus as “a universal

form of theater.” “It incorporates,”

she says, “so many things —beauty,

irony, poetry, tragedy.” The circus

also provides a launching point to

explore other themes that pervade

Mark’s work: the mutability of iden-

tity through costume and perform-

ance; hope, humor, and faith in

difficult circumstances; and the in-

nate human (and animal) need for

contact and community—in the

fullest range of its meaning. ON

VIEW THROUGH DECEMBER 7. �

M A RK  O N  P H O T O G R A P H Y
In April, Mary Ellen Mark celebrated her

new book and exhibition at the Wittliff

Collections with a free public event: a

conversation with our director David

Coleman. Here are a couple of her obser-

vations on photography:

About working with people to take a

successful picture: It’s about connecting

with people. And I think you have to do it in

your own way—you can’t try and do it like

somebody else. It’s about being direct, and

being honest, while at the same time you’re

taking a certain control—it’s a balance….

With portraiture you have to take control of

somebody… you have to present that con-

trol. Especially with people that are well

known… if they feel you’re not under con-

trol, they’ll just eat you alive.

About shooting, cropping and “finding

an image”: I’m a purist; I’ve always been a

purist. There are great photographers who

crop… but I’ve grown up with the discipline

that you don’t crop, and when I teach stu-

dents I don’t let them crop, because I think

you have to see through the camera rather

than change the dimensions of the image

through cropping. That’s what’s so different

about this whole new digital world. I come

out of the world that believes photography is

about finding an image.… I mean you can use

Photoshop if you use it as a darkroom…. If you

start moving things around and changing people

or colors, it becomes an illustration—it’s not a

photograph; it’s different. � Watch the entire

conversation on our website at www.thewit-

tliffcollections.txstate.edu > Events > Videos.

now on VIEW

T HE BOOK Man and Beast: Photographs from Mexico and India by Mary Ellen

Mark, from the University of Texas Press, is part of the Wittliff Collections’

Southwestern & Mexican Photography Series, and Mark’s nineteenth mono-

graph. The 12 x 12 inch volume includes 116 black-and-white plates made from

Mark’s photographs in the Wittliff ’s holdings. It also features a conversation 

between Mark and Melissa Harris, editor-in-chief of Aperture Foundation, 

discussing Mark’s lifelong passion for animals and her efforts to portray the 

humanity of animals and the lurking beast within humans. Purchase a signed copy

today through the Wittliff Store at www.thewittliffcollections.txstate.edu/shop. �

MAN AND BEAST
Photographs from Mexico and India

M A R Y  E L L E N  M A R K

(upper left) Twin Brothers Tulsi and Basant, Great Famous Circus,
Calcutta, India, 1989

(top) Madonna the Giraffe, Oaxaca, Mexico, 1998

(left) Child Clown with His Bird, Near Oaxaca, Mexico, 2010

(opposite, far left) Gloria and Raja the Chimp, Gemini Circus,
Perintalmanna, India, 1989   

(opposite, left) Three Acrobats, Vázquez Brothers Circus, 
Mexico City, Mexico, 1997
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exhibition highlights the author’s

rigorous research. The variety of

books McCarthy relied upon testify

to his dedication to precise detail.

His own hand-drawn maps of the lo-

cales he wrote about reveal some of

the ways he maintained accuracy of

place. 

Particular attention is given to

McCarthy’s reliance on Texas author

J. Frank Dobie. McCarthy consulted

Dobie’s writing on scalp hunters

while working on Blood Meridian. He

also utilized Dobie as a major source

for The Crossing, the second novel in

his Border Trilogy. On exhibit are

McCarthy’s carefully annotated pas-

sages in Dobie’s writing and exam-

ples of how McCarthy later adapted

those sections into his own work.

The lyrical beauty of McCarthy’s

prose is one of the hallmarks of his

writing. His literary papers demon-

strate that his exceptional wordplay

results not merely from raw talent

but also from his rigorous work

ethic. McCarthy will often spend

years—sometimes decades—fine-

tuning a manuscript before he’s

ready to see it published. Numerous

examples of careful editing across

multiple revisions are evidence of a

writer as equally intent on using just

the right word as he is on crafting a

visceral phrase, paragraph, or scene.

Perhaps because of their visual

acuity, expressive dialogue, and cin-

ematic plots, many of McCarthy’s

novels have been adapted into major

motion pictures. 

The Wittliff exhibition spotlights

McCarthy’s long-standing interest in

film. In the 1970s, he wrote a tele-

play for PBS, The Gardener’s Son, and

he appeared briefly in it as an extra.

In recent years, McCarthy has often

been spotted on the sets of movies

inspired by his work, such as The

Road, and, most recently, The Coun-

selor, a Ridley Scott film based on

McCarthy’s original screenplay. 

A little-known fact McCarthy’s

archive discloses is that he has been

writing screenplays for a long time.

Even though most of them were un-

sold, many of those early works in-

vigorated his career as a novelist. His

acclaimed Border Trilogy, which

began with the National Book Award

winner All the Pretty Horses in 1992,

was inspired by a screenplay he

completed in 1978. 

In the 1980s, McCarthy com-

posed a screenplay titled “No Coun-

try for Old Men.” Although he was

unable to sell it at the time, he later

returned to the piece and began re-

working the story into a novel.

Twenty years after completing the

screenplay, McCarthy published No

Country for Old Men. Unique to this

exhibition are drafts from his screen-

play that allow visitors an interesting

opportunity to compare McCarthy’s

early original vision to the Coen

brothers’ Academy Award®-winning

2007 film. 

Other materials lending insight

into the life of this private writer in-

clude numerous photographs and

special pieces from several Mc-

Carthy-related collections held at the

Wittliff. Among these is McCarthy’s

correspondence with Howard Wool -

mer from the Woolmer Collection,

and—now on view for the first

time—a sample of Peter Greenleaf’s

correspondence with the author,

which Greenleaf generously donated

to the Wittliff Collections in 2013. 

Also attesting to the man as a 

literary legend is a selection of no-

table works by scholars from around

the world who have studied various 

aspects of McCarthy’s complex writ-

ing in great depth. ON VIEW

THROUGH DECEMBER 19. �

Cormac
McCarthy

Acclaimed as one of America’s
most powerful writers, CORMAC
McCARTHY has crafted some of
the finest novels of our time,
including All the Pretty Horses, No Country for Old

Men, Blood Meridian, and The Road, for which he

was awarded the Pulitzer Prize. Our literary 

curator, Steve Davis, draws from the Wittliff’s ex-

tensive archive of McCarthy’s papers to unveil

the intricate creative process behind the work of

this world-renowned author. 

The exhibition traces McCarthy’s writing

from the sources of his original inspiration to

the formation of his vision into novels, screen-

plays, and films. Also on display from his

archive are enlightening examples of the scope

of his historical research and the meticulous

attention he pays to revising his prose.

Many chronicled real-life events have fed

McCarthy’s novelistic imagination, and this 

unveiling a literary legend

OPPOSITE PAGE (top left) McCarthy’s intensive revision process is seen in this famous scene from No Country for Old Men, where Chigurh’s 
coin flip determines the fate of a storekeeper. (far left) Early drafts of McCarthy’s novel The Road show he originally had a different title in mind.
(near left) McCarthy’s map of Saltillo, with his annotations—the author did extensive research in Mexico while working on his Border Trilogy.

(in square above) Detail from the cover of the 2006 edition of The Road, published by Picador

now on VIEW



Richard Nixon’s Resignation,
Duffy’s Bar, Miami, Florida,
1974, is on view in Coming
to Light (see page 12).

MICHAEL
O’BRIEN
Born in Memphis,

Michael O’Brien put him-

self through college at 

the University of 

Tennessee in Knoxville 

by selling his images for

publication and doing

freelance work. After

gradu ating with a philoso-

phy degree, he worked as

a staff photographer for

the Miami News, winning

two Robert F. Kennedy

Journalism Awards. In

1979, he moved to New

York and freelanced for

the next 14 years, photo -

graphing for Life, Geo, 

Esquire, the New York

Times Sunday Magazine,

National Geographic, 

Fortune, and others. Since

1993, O’Brien has lived in

Austin, where he contin-

ues to do commercial and

editorial work as well as

personal projects. His

newest book, The Face of

Texas, published by the

University of Texas Press,

updates and expands his

now classic earlier 

edition. Portraits from

O’Brien’s book will soon

be on view at the Wittliff

(see back cover).
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light in the latest of our series of in-

novative literary programs, the Wit-

tliff hosted Writing Beyond Borders,

a conversation focusing on new di-

rections in Latina/o writing. As au-

thor and moderator, Carmen Tafolla

pointed out Texas Mexican writers

originally focused on docu-

menting their own culture and

experiences—and for under-

standable reasons, considering

Tejano voices were largely ex-

cluded from the state’s histori-

cal and literary canons.

Yet things have changed in

recent years, Tafolla empha-

sized, and the literature is

adapting. “We are increasingly

engaged with the world at

large,” she said. “Boundaries must be

knocked down and borders must be

crossed. When we share the emo-

tions and we share the stories, we

share the world.”

Joining Tafolla on stage were

Sarah Cortez, Severo Perez, and

Tino Villanueva. Perez, who recently

donated his substantial archive to the

Wittliff (see Acquisition Highlights,

page 16), revealed how he keyed the

making of his film, …and the earth

did not swallow him, to the human

heartbeat, even using a metronome

on set to guide the actors.

Perez’s film is based on Tomás

Rivera’s classic novel, …no se lo tragó

la tierra, and the filmmaker shared a

poignant story: While scouting loca-

tions in California for the film, their

van broke down in the middle of the

desert. Then they met a young

woman who helped find them a new

vehicle. As it turns out, she had once

been a student of Tomás Rivera’s.

“I’m not a religious person and I

don’t believe in magic,” Perez said.

“But I do believe people create

things that do become magic—and

that’s what Tomás did.”

Tino Villanueva discussed his

new book, So Spoke Penelope, which

gives voice to the wife of Odysseus

from Greek mythology. Villanueva,

who is a Distinguished Alumnus of

Texas State, also talked about how

he was drawn to write a poem about

the Holocaust, even though as a

non-Jew he was plagued with doubts

about taking on the subject. Yet he

found himself validated when the

great Portuguese poet Alberto de

Lacerda told him, “Every poet has a

responsibility of writing at least one

poem on the Holocaust.”

Sarah Cortez was alternately in-

sightful and delightful, discussing

her motivations for creating her

poems, stories, and groundbreaking

anthologies: “One of the subtexts in

the work I’ve done is to remind

everyone that there are so many dif-

ferent, beautiful types—not only of

Latinos, but of all human beings.” �

Watch this event video online at

www.thewittliffcollections.txstate.edu.
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(top) Nina with Wooden Wing, 1986, Dennis Darling  (middle) Jerry Olson and Chief, 1984, Norman Mauskopf

(bottom) Medicine Bottles #1, 2013, David Johndrow  

C O M I N G
TO

    gathers works from 42

internationally acclaimed and emerging photographers, recently

acquired and shown by the Wittliff for the first time. The images

range from portraiture and the Southwest’s natural and invented

landscapes to themes related to Mexico’s history, beauty, and cul-

tural impact on the United States.  

      The photographic processes represented are just as diverse;

among them are tintypes, gelatin silver prints, chromogenic prints,

and archival pigment prints. Works of note include: Missing #1,

a photo installation by San Antonio photogra-

pher Kathy Vargas; the modern masterpiece

Instrumental by Manuel Álvarez Bravo; an

eerie alien figure in Lobby, Roswell by Rocky

Schenck; and Murder by Execution, a historical

image by Robert Runyon depicting an execu-

tion scene from the Mexican Revolution.

      Kate Breakey, Keith Carter, Lee Friedlan-

der, Graciela Iturbide, Richard Misrach, Geoff

Winningham, and Mariana Yampolsky are

just a few of the other luminaries whose work

is on display. Also on view are the Wittliff ’s

first acquisitions of prints by such notable

photographers as Mark Klett, Norman

Mauskopf, Wyatt McSpadden, Laura Pickett-

Calfee, Al Rendon, Holly Reed, and Amanda Smith. Recently pro-

cured images of Mexico by Yolanda Andrade, J.B. Colson, Marco

Antonio Cruz, Pedro Meyer, Antonio Turok, and others speak to

the Wittliff’s commitment to maintaining one of the world’s most

significant repositories of photographs related to Mexico and cre-

ated by its documentarians and camera artists. 

Coming to Light was organized by Carla Ellard, curator of the

Wittliff’s Southwestern & Mexican Photography Collection, with

assistance from student intern Erik Garcia. The exhibition is ON

VIEW THROUGH DECEMBER 7. �

RECENT ACQUISITIONS

SEVERO
PEREZ

SARAH
CORTEZ 

TINO
VILLANUEVA

CARMEN
TAFOLLA
moderator

— a conversation WRITING BEYOND BORDERS
now on VIEW
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(top, left) The editors of Acting Up and Getting Down, Texas State professors Sandra Mayo and Elvin Holt, with artifacts from the Mayo donation

(top right) Published by the University of Texas Press, signed copies of the Wittliff’s newest literary series book are available through our online gift store.14

behind the scenes...
LYDA GUZ, our former Office

Administrator, is now our Events

Manager. Congratulations, Lyda!

With Lyda’s move up, we are

thrilled TERI WERLEIN has

joined us as our Office Adminis-

trator. Teri is a proud Bobcat,

having graduated from Texas

State in May 2001 with a bache-

lor’s degree in Interdisciplinary

Studies. After college, Teri spent

five years educating children of

all ages. She also has an exten-

sive background in retail, and

she is putting her customer serv-

ice skills to successful use in our

front office and with our online

store customers. She also hires

and manages our team of more

than a dozen student assis-

tants—no small task! Although

past careers allowed her the op-

portunity to live in Oklahoma,

Tennessee, and Arizona, Teri is a

native Texan and has spent the

last 20 years in the San Marcos

area enjoying an active lifestyle

and the abundance of natural re-

sources with her family. �

(top) Chuck Bowden, five miles from Tacna, AZ, June 21, 1983, photo by Bill Broyles

(right) Texas State alumna Teri Werlein, now the Wittliff’s Office Administrator

ON AUGUST 30, investigative reporter Charles “Chuck”

Bowden passed away at his home in Las Cruces, New Mex-

ico. He was 69. Author of more than 25 books and hun-

dreds of articles, he was a contributing editor for GQ and

Mother Jones, and wrote for Harper’s, Esquire, the New York

Times Book Review, and Aperture. He won the 1996 Lannan

Literary Award, was the United States Artists 2010 Rocke-

feller Fellow, and received the PEN First Amendment

Award in 2011.

     Bowden believed in

writing with purpose: for

social justice and change,

and ecological aware ness

and responsibility. His in-

vestigative work was tied

to his home and the land,

and included U.S.-Mexico border issues such as the envi-

ronment, migration, drugs, and violence. 

     In Down by the River: Drugs, Money, Murder, and Family

(2002), the story of an American fam ily torn apart by its

ties to both the Drug Enforcement Administration and the

drug industry, readers see Bowden’s trademark technique of

exploring a national phenomenon through an individual—

himself in the case of his early environmental memoirs. 

     Bowden is considered one of the earliest U.S. border 

reporters, in particular for his 1996 Harper’s article “While

You Were Sleeping,” and the book Juárez: The Laboratory of

Our Future (1998), both collaborations with street photog-

raphers capturing violent crime for the daily Juárez papers. 

     One piece from his archive is the small spiral notebook

in which he jotted his idea for the Harper’s story: “capture

a photographer taking a photo and through that act take

down the city to a place it cannot be denied or misunder-

stood.” What resulted was the ground-breaking, graphic ar-

ticle about 13 photographers who risked their lives to show

the poverty, pollution, and violence ripping through Juárez. 

     Many of Bowden’s stories start and end on the streets, or

in some cases the desert. He covered politics and corrup-

tion but also wrote about the environment, collaborating

with photographer Jack

Dykinga on five books

of Southwest photogra-

phy. In 1983, Bowden

walked from the border

to Tacna, Arizona, for a

story on migration. His

passion for hiking and

camping led to many articles, and he was active in the cre-

ation of Arizona’s Sonoran Desert National Monument. 

     Bowden interviewed major drug cartels, DEA agents,

and individuals who crossed these lines daily. At a Wittliff

event last year, writer John Phillip Santos related that while

traveling in Chiapas, he caught sight of Bowden and

“quickly got out of there”—knowing Bowden’s tendency to

gravitate fearlessly toward dangerous situations.

THE CHARLES BOWDEN PAPERS run deep, with corre-

spondence, photographs, research notes and materials,

drafts, and other artifacts of an uncompromising in  ves -

tigative reporter, social commentator, and visionary writer.

Now open, Bowden’s archive measures 50 linear feet and

spans his life and work into 2007. See the RESEARCH link

on our web site for details on accessing the collection. �

“We have a rich history of black theatre here in Texas, but

it is not well known,” Sandra Mayo told an engaged  Wittliff 

Collections audience in March who were celebrating Acting

Up and Getting Down: Plays by African American Texans.

New in our literary series, the anthology (right) inspired an

exhibition created with important artifacts gifted by Mayo.

SANDRA MAYO, WHO is co-editor of the anthology, ap-

peared with her colleague ELVIN HOLT. Both are esteemed

professors at Texas State, and together they made a

sparkling presentation, spiced with humor and interesting

details, as they discussed their project to collect and pre-

serve the history of African American theatre in Texas. 

     Mayo and Holt did firsthand research for years among

the state’s African American theatres, conducting dozens

of interviews and rescuing thousands of historic docu-

ments, including manuscripts, playbills, photographs, and

posters. Mayo donated these materials to the Wittliff for

future researchers. Many items were showcased in the

spring exhibition literary curator Steve Davis organized to

lend insight into the playwrights’ work in the anthology. 

     Mayo and Holt provided the audience with a fascinat-

ing overview of African American theatre in the United

States, and they defined what made Texas special, drawing

from W.E. B. Du Bois’s famous definition of black theatre:

“by us, for us, near us, and about us.”

     The two editors also made it clear the plays collected

for this anthology do more than enliven a stage—they also

leap off the pages of the book. “These plays are so readable

you can sit out on the back porch with a glass of lemonade

and enjoy them,” said Mayo.

     As a special bonus, three of the playwrights featured in

Acting Up and Getting Down joined Mayo and Holt at the

Wittliff for the event: Celeste Bedford Walker, Thomas

Meloncon, and Eugene Lee, a Distinguished Alumnus of

Texas State and the university’s Artist in Residence. Lee

generously loaned many items to the Wittliff for display,

and he was prominently featured in the exhibition.

     For those wondering where the phrase “acting up and

getting down” came from, Sandra Mayo had a ready expla-

nation: “The title comes from the headline of a review in

the Fort Worth Star-Telegram for a Jubilee Theatre produc-

tion in 1994. We liked it because it highlights the joy of

theatre in the black theatre companies we documented.

The title represents the colorful black expressions and lan-

guage styles that have been infectious not only in Texas

and the U.S., but around the world.” �

CHARLES BOWDEN
the Wittliff Collections hold the important legacy of a

border reporter who strove for social justice & change

archive open for research

anthology, gift of historical artifacts
spotlight BLACK THEATRE in texas
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SIGNIFICANT TAFOLLA MATERIALS, in addition to the 120-

page handwritten 1908 memoir by Santiago Tafolla (see page 3),

include � a tintype of his wife, Anastacia Salinas de Tafolla, 1869

� gelatin silver photograph of Santiago, c. 1908 � photograph

of Santiago and his sons, 1910 � photographs of other Tafolla

family members, 1920s–1930s � correspondence between San-

tiago and the U.S. Department of the Interior, 1903–6 � 1911

copy of original 1860 Discharge Certificate from U.S. Army �

original obituary of Santiago Tafolla and eulogies given � obitu-

aries of other Tafolla family members � transcription of the

memoir in Spanish, typed by Carmen and Laura Tafolla � earlier

handwritten and typed translations of the memoir done by Fidel

Tafolla, Santiago’s grandson � research notes by Fidel Tafolla, as

well as Carmen and Laura Tafolla, made while working on their

translations and book edits. �

OVER THE PAST year, the Wittliff acquired additions to the

archives of: Judy Alter � Rick DeMarinis � Dudley Dobie �

John Graves � Samuel Hynes collection of John Graves � An-

gela Shelf Medearis � Dick J. Reavis � Michael W. Rodriguez

� Miriam Sagan � Texas Institute of Letters � Texas Monthly

� Bill & Sally Wittliff [gifts of the authors or their estates]. �

THIS PAST SPRING, the Wit-

tliff Collections co-presented

with CFAN Company Michael

Nye’s exhibition of voices and

portraits: FINE LINE: Mental

Health / Mental Illness. Nye’s

remarkable documentary proj-

ect gives a voice to those who

are often silent due to stigma

and ignorance. Once an attor-

ney, Nye gradually became a

self-taught photographer. He

uses a large 8 x 10 inch-view camera and continues to de-

velop his film and prints in the darkroom. Inspired by his

work, the Wittliff purchased 13 gelatin silver prints by

Nye, including two from his Fine Line series. �

OTHER PHOTO ACQUISITION highlights from the past

few months include: six vintage photographs by Manuel

Álvarez Bravo � two archival pigment prints by NEW

artist Tami Bone � four archival pigment prints of Mexico

and images from the Surf, Texas series by NEW artist

Kenny Braun � 24 archival pigment photographs from

the Ghostland series by Keith Carter � five gel-

atin silver prints by NEW artist J.B. Colson �

four archival pigment prints taken in Mexico by

Dennis Darling � one gelatin silver print by

NEW artist Mark Klett � one archival pigment

print by NEW artist Jackie Mathey � 11 archi -

val pigment prints, including portraits of Willie

Nelson and his guitar, Trigger, by NEW artist

Wyatt McSpadden � three gelatin silver prints

and one archival pigment print taken in San An-

tonio by NEW artist Al Rendon � an archival

pigment print titled Ike from the Authentic

Texas series by William “Bill” Wright. �

NEW GIFTS include four photographs of Mexi-

can painter and writer Doctor Atl (pseudonym

of Gerardo Murillo) [gift of Andrew Smith

Gallery] � eight photo-

graphs by Kate Breakey in-

cluding the prototype from

her new gold leaf series

[gift of artist] � eight real

photo postcards by Hugo

Brehme and one Guillermo

Kahlo postcard image [gift

of Susan Toomey Frost] �

one archival pigment print

by Keith Carter [gift of Pat

& Keith Carter] � one

archival pigment print by Dennis Darling [gift of artist]

� 38 color photographs from NEW artist Gibbs Milliken

(1935–2007) from his series Witchcraft in Latin America,

as well as books from his library and 10 masks made by

Oaxacan artists [Gift of Marie Milliken] � two gelatin sil-

ver photographs by Michael Nye [gift of

artist] � two photographs by NEW artist

Holly Reed [gift of artist] � over 400 photo

negatives of The Ritz in Austin during ren-

ovation and as a music venue in 1974 by

NEW artist Mack Royal [gift of artist]. � 

(above) Filmmaker, playwright, and novelist Severo Perez 
delivering his archive to the Wittliff Collections

(top) Beth, 2002, Michael Nye

(above) The Ritz (and window poster detail), Austin, 1974, Mack Royal 
THANK YOU to all our donors!

ACCLAIMED FILMMAKER Severo Perez, best known for

his award-winning movie, …and the earth did not swallow

him, has donated his extensive archive to the Wittliff Col-

lections. Originally from San Antonio, Perez moved to Los

Angeles in 1972 to pursue a career in the motion picture

industry. His productions have won more than 50 awards,

including three CINE Golden Eagles. Adapted from

Tomás Rivera’s classic 1971 Chicano novel, …y no se lo

tragó la tierra, Perez’s 1994 film, …and the earth did not

swallow him, follows the lives of a South Texas family of

migrant farmworkers in the 1950s. Perez’s nuanced, pow-

erful film evokes the substance and spirit of Rivera’s work

beautifully, and it has won international critical acclaim,

including top honors at film festivals worldwide. Perez is

also an accomplished playwright and novelist. His com-

prehensive collection traces the development of all of his

major works, from his first film in 1966 to his recent

novel, The Challengers Aero Club, praised by Kirkus as “an

engaging, thorough novel about the forgotten heroes of

aviation history.” Included are scripts, correspondence, lo-

cation shots, storyboards, animation cels, casting photos,

production forms, continuity photos, rough cuts, out-

takes, master reels, sound reels, editing logs, artifacts, and

publicity materials. [Gift of Perez] �

ACQUISITION highlights

I feel honored by this opportunity to have my
archives preserved. The Wittliff has a reputa-
tion for high-quality holdings, and I’m very
pleased to be a part of the collections.

we extend a very sincere 
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STUDENTS LEARN
from Tom Grimes’ papers

from the ARCHIVES

YOU WANT TO
believe Neal Barrett,

Jr.’s vision of the after-

life is real. It’s a small

town, the nostalgic

place of your dreams,

where you are greeted

by your favorite child-

hood pet and every-

thing costs a nickel.

You encounter people

you’ve always been fas-

cinated by, from Billy the Kid to the Red Baron, and they

are all so pleasant. The Red Baron even plays pickup bas-

ketball with you, and he is a damn good teammate. 

     But in Barrett’s delightfully twisted

universe, nothing is what it

seems. This nirvana, as it

turns out, is merely a way

station before one’s next trip

back to Earth (or Texas). In

his startlingly singular novel,

The Hereafter Gang, Barrett

uses bawdy sex and hilari-

ously bizarre characters to

chart profoundly the pathways

of the human spirit  

     The Washington Post praised

The Hereafter Gang as “one of

the great American novels.” A

cult classic with legions of fans,

the book has remained in print

since it first appeared in 1991.

Many readers consider it a modern

masterpiece.

      Yet the path to publication was not easy,

as the rejection letters in Barrett’s archive re-

veal. Many publishers simply did not get

what Barrett was aiming at. Others loved the

work—one publisher noted that, “its impact

should be long lasting”—but even that

house turned it down because no one there

could figure out how to market it.

     Barrett, growing frustrated, began anno-

tating the letters, lashing back at his critics.

Those rejections, while painful at the time,

make for delightful reading today, pointing

to Barrett’s comic sensibility that helps make

The Hereafter Gang such a splendid read. 

Barrett passed away ear-

lier this year in Austin at

age 84, having authored a

host of short stories and

more than 50 novels in

the genres of mystery/ suspense, crime,

historical fiction, fantasy, and science

fiction. He received many honors dur-

ing his lifetime, including peer recog-

nition as Author Emeritus by the

Science Fiction & Fantasy Writers of

America. 

Neal Barrett, Jr. was a writer’s

writer, much beloved and admired

by his peers. The Wittliff is proud

to house his papers, which he gen-

erously donated during his life-

time. We hope that, some where,

Neal is petting his favorite dog

and enjoying a nickel-a-bottle

Grapette soda. �

EVERY TWO YEARS, graduate students in

Texas State’s Public History program gain

hands-on experience working with manu-

script collections at the Wittliff through an

“Archives Management” course. Recently,

students who worked on the papers of 

Tom Grimes, author and long-time director

of the university’s MFA program in creative

writing, had the added benefit of interview-

ing Grimes in person. They spent an after-

noon talking with him about his writing

career and archive, and the discussion was

invaluable as the students considered how

to prepare the collection for researchers. �

NEAL BARRETT, JR.
into the great hereafter

(above) Neal Barrett, Jr., photograph from the Barrett papers, donated by the author to the Wittliff Collections (middle) First edition of The Hereafter
Gang, 1991 (above right) One of the rejection letters for The Hereafter Gang annotated by Barrett: “You clearly haven’t had enough mediocre sex, pal.”

We are excited to announce that William J. Hill has generously donated funds to estab-

lish the WILLIAM J. HILL VISITING RESEARCHER TRAVEL GRANTS at the Wittliff

Collections. Over the next five years, grants totaling approximately $5,000 annually will

be awarded to researchers whose projects require them to travel to the Wittliff to con-

duct original research. Grants will be awarded in three categories:

� Texas researcher travel grants: $250 to $500 

� Domestic researcher travel grants: Up to $1,200

� International researcher travel grants: Up to $1,700

We are deeply grateful for the support, and we know our researchers will be, too!

The first deadline is January 15, 2015. For details, including instructions for applying,

see the RESEARCH section of our website at www.thewittliffcollections.txstate.edu. �

new! WILLIAM J. HILL researcher travel grants

(below) Todd Richardson and Virginia Pickel interview
professor Tom Grimes about his archive
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T H E K E Y S T O N E

JANUARY 12 – MAY 15, 2015

THE FACE OF TEXAS: Portraits by MICHAEL

O’BRIEN. We are proud to present our first solo

exhibition of images by one of America’s premier

portrait photographers. In this series, O’Brien

celebrates the individuality and independent

spirit of Texans, from ordinary folk to the rich

and famous, including those born here and those

who eventually made Texas home.

JANUARY 12 – JULY 3, 2015

HOMEGROWN: Austin Music Posters, 1967 to

1982. Poster artists visually defined the sound

and culture of Austin just as the city was estab-

lishing itself as one of the most vital music

scenes in the country. More than 130 vintage

posters document this history and testify to

Texas artists’ mastery of the poster form.

The Golden Dawn & The Thingies, 1967, Gilbert Shelton

Armadillo World Headquarters poster detail, Micael Priest

FEBRUARY 9 – JULY 3, 2015

ARMADILLO RISING: Austin’s Music Scene in

the 1970s. Showcasing the vibrant Texas Music

archives at the Wittliff Collections, this exhibi-

tion presents handwritten lyrics, photographs,

and memorabilia from Willie Nelson, Jerry Jeff

Walker, the Armadillo World Headquarters,

Austin City Limits, and much more from the

breakout years of the Austin music scene. 

down the road...

HELP THE WITTLIFF GO GREEN!

—SIGN UP FOR E-VITES AND E-NEWS—

Please send us your preferred e-mail address:
(be sure to include your NAME)

� by e-mail: thewittliffcollections@txstate.edu

� connect online: thewittliffcollections.txstate.edu

� or by phone: 512.245.2313, ext. 0

The Keystone is printed on paper that contains recycled fiber.

Watch our EVENTS page for exhibition celebrations! 


